
Educational Goals  Understand the process of estimating construction 

costs for a project and of bidding for a contract. Learn about and use 

scale when calculating costs from an architectural drawing.

Description  In this three-part activity, mentors first give a brief over-

view of the pre-construction estimating process. Then teams of students 

engage in an exercise to estimate the construction costs of a hospital 

room. Finally, based on their estimates, teams participate in a simula-

tion of a bid-day environment when they take bids from subcontractors 

(played by mentors) and submit a sealed bid for the project. The entire 

activity is outlined in the attached Activity Agenda.

Time  2 hours. The cost estimating exercise requires about 60 minutes, 

and the bid simulation takes 45 minutes.

Materials  For both parts of this activity, each team of students requires:

}	Ruler/Scale

}	Documents (take-off drawings; scope sheets; recap sheet;

responsibility matrix)

}	Calculator

}	Pencils and erasers

}	Computer (optional)

}	Large envelope in which to submit proposal without folding

The following documents are also required for the exercise (Excel files 
for each document are available on the ACEmentortools.org website): 

}	Activity Agenda

}	Responsibility Matrix, one for each team

}	Scope Sheets for students, one set for each team

}	Scope Sheets (Mentor’s Key)

}	Recap Sheet, one for each team

}	Recap Sheet (Mentor’s Key)

}	Take-off Drawings (2), PDF file

 During the bid simulation, telephones – land lines and/or cell phones 

– are needed. Each team should have exclusive access to one phone,

and the three mentors who play the role of subcontractors should each

have a phone.
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I. Introduction (15 minutes)

A mentor, preferably someone from a construction company, should 

briefly explain the pre-construction and estimating process, taking 

care to identify the parties involved in this process, explain their rela-

tionships, and emphasize the importance of planning a project and 

first “building” it on paper. See the attached Activity Agenda for other 

points to cover. The Activity Agenda can be distributed to students as 

well as mentors.

This introduction should lay the ground work for the two succeeding 

activities and give an overview and explanation of what students will 

be doing in the activity. It is important that students understand the 

rationale of each step in the pre-construction, estimating, and bidding 

process.

II. Cost Estimating Exercise (45-60 minutes)

A. Preliminary Steps (20-25 minutes)

1. Students should be broken into teams of 3-4 students each, and

a mentor assigned to each team. Mentors are to act as advisors and

answer questions, intervening in the exercise only as necessary. The

following documents should be distributed to each team – i) Respon-

sibility Matrix; ii) Scope Sheets (student version); iii) Recap Sheet (stu-

dent version); and iv) Take-off Drawings. Note that there are several

different Scope Sheets, one for each trade.

2. Each team’s first tasks (taking no more than five minutes) are to

decide on a team name and to select a team captain or leader. This

individual will be responsible for overseeing all activities moving for-

ward. He/she will also record information on the Responsibility Matrix

and Recap Sheet.

3. After the lead mentor explains the Responsibility Matrix (a form

used to assign accountability to complete tasks), each team captain

should assign two trades to each team member and record the as-

signments on the matrix. The captain should assign one trade to him/

herself so he/she can experience taking-off a trade as well.



4. After the Responsibility Matrix is complete, introduce the Recap Sheet,

which is used to summarize all trade estimates and subcontractor bids

on one form. Then ask that the captain to transfer responsibilities to the

Recap Sheet under the “Bid Team Assignments” column.

5. Mentors introduce the Scope Sheet, Take-off Drawings, and the pro-

cess of developing cost estimates. To help students understand the pro-

cess, mentors can walk the group through estimating one trade take-off.

B. Cost Estimating Exercise (20-25 minutes)

During this phase of the activity, each mentor will need to monitor his/

her team closely and address questions as they arise. Mentors will need 

to be hands-on during this stage. Team mentors should verify quantities 

and provide assistance along the way so that student estimates are cor-

rect (in the ball park).

1. After the introduction of a Scope Sheet, each team works individually

to take off pre-established trades such as drywall, flooring, ceilings, light

fixtures and outlets, doors, etc. The Scope Sheets identify exactly what

it is that the session coordinator (estimator/lead mentor) would like the

students to quantify, keeping it simple. Each team should divide the

several Scope Sheets among team members according to the trades for

which they are responsible (see step II.A.2 above).

As the time for bidding approaches, activity intensifies.



2. Before the calculations begin, mentors should review with students

the use of scale in architectural drawings and demonstrate how to

use an architect’s scale or ruler to measure lengths and areas. Some

students may also require direction on how to calculate an area, etc.

All students should be reminded to use the correct unit of measure.

3. After the materials are quantified, students should record the

information and calculate the cost of the material based on pre-deter-

mined costs found on the Scope Sheets. Each trade should now have

an “estimate.” To explain how the cost of a project is determined, men-

tors should show how the quantity take-off is linked with pricing.

4. Once all the students on a team have completed their “estimates” 

on their Scope Sheets, the captain of each team must collect the esti-

mate information and record each category on the Recap Sheet under

the “estimate value” column. Total the values so that each team has a

completed estimate. This concludes the cost estimation portion of the

exercise.

III. Bid Simulation (30-45 minutes)

Before the bidding process can start, mentors should check to insure 

that each team has a completed Responsibility Matrix, Scope Sheets 

with completed student estimates, and a Recap Sheet that records 

estimates from the Scope Sheets. The Scope and Recap sheets will be 

used to record subcontractor bids.

Mentors will need for the bid simulation, a copy of the mentor’s keys 

for the Scope Sheets and the Recap Sheet. Mentors playing the role of 

subcontractors will need the Scope Sheets in order to communicate 

bid information.

1. Prior to the bidding simulation, the lead mentor should walk

students through an example/demonstration of how to complete a

Scope Sheet. This includes the basic “yes” and “no” responses, subcon-

tractor bid number, as well as subcontractor bid adjustments. As an

example, the lead mentor can use the same trade that was illustrated

in step II.A.5 above.

Taking a bid from a subcontractor.



Explain the importance, during the process of getting bids, of asking 

questions related to risk (e.g., addenda), sales tax, plans, specifica-

tions, and even bonding. Students need an explanation of each these 

items. The example/demonstration should also cover the recap of the 

estimate for the example used in step II.A.5 above so that the estimate 

can be compared to the subcontractor’s bid. 

The lead mentor also should walk the entire group through each 

question and response of a subcontractor and demonstrate how his/

her responses may affect the outcome of the bid value.

2. After the example, provide direction to the teams on where to

record the bids as they are collected on the Scope Sheet. Each team

captain’s responsibility is to collect completed bids from their bid tak-

ers (teammates) and enter this data on the Recap Sheet. Instruct the

captains to use the envelopes provided to submit and seal the bids

once all the subcontractor bids have been collected. The name of the

team should be written in the upper left hand corner of the envelope,

and the team captain should sign his name under the team name. As

with real-life bidding situations, failure to comply with instructions will

mean disqualification.

3. The lead mentor explains the process of calling and getting bids

from subcontractors. Outside of the conference room or classroom,

but within the same office or building, several mentors play the role

of “subcontractors.” Each subcontractor needs access to his/her own

dedicated telephone line or cell phone. (Likewise, each team needs

access to at least one telephone.) Note that the Scope Sheets require

bids from two subcontractor companies.

[Note: Mentors acting as subcontractors will rely on the “Scope Sheet

- Mentor Key” to answer appropriately during the bidding process.]

4. The size of the class will dictate the number of “subcontractors” re-

quired. If necessary, a mentor-subcontractor can represent two trades

for the same company, but not the same trade for two companies. If

a mentor represents more than two trades for a company, it will be dif-

ficult for teams to get through on the phone. Because each “sub” will

have multiple students trying to contact him/her, teams will need to

think quickly in order to connect with the subs.



Team members responsible for certain trades (as designated on the Re-

sponsibility Matrix) will need to call the relevant subcontractor to obtain 

bids. A list of subcontractors and their specialties, with their telephone 

numbers, should be posted in a place all students can easily see. 

If a mentor serves as a “sub” for more than one trade, the lead mentor can 

determine whether students will be required to call back to receive a bid 

for the second trade, or whether they will be allowed with one call to get 

bids for two trades for which they are responsible. However, if two differ-

ent students on a team must contact the same mentor-sub for bids by two 

different trades, the first student may not pass the phone to another team-

mate while the subcontractor is still on the line. The second student must 

call the subcontractor back, as this allows all teams a fair chance to reach 

their “subcontractors.”

5. After all the preliminary information and procedures are explained, the

lead mentor announces that the bid day has started and that students

should start calling subcontractor companies to receive their bids. The stu-

dents are directed to “scope out” and ask all questions on the scope sheets

and record the responses accordingly. Failure to record or ask a question

may lead to an improper proposal submission.

Once a couple of calls have been made, the students typically catch on to 

the exercise as they may be somewhat timid during the first call. Mentors 

should support the students and encourage them through the process.

6. “Subs” should feel free to have fun with the students calling in and to

make the simulation as realistic as possible. For example,

}	If a student takes too long to ask questions or otherwise, the “sub” may

need to take another call, etc. Thus, the student will need to call the

subcontractor a second time in order to complete the information.

}	Subcontractors are encouraged to ad-lib their responses and not just

answer “yes” or “no” – throw in questions that will force the students to

ask their team mentors questions about schedule or missing addenda.

}	Or, the subcontractor may decide not to bid the project.

The idea is to keep things unpredictable for the students. This gets them 

excited about the exercise and makes them think outside of the exercise. 



To add complexity and variation to the bidding simulation, mentors may 

want to throw in alternates on flooring, or revise a wall from drywall to 

masonry in order to demonstrate value-added thinking. The point is: Each 

mock exercise can be customized to the level and size of the audience.

7. This exercise may require a built-in time extension. This will provide

additional flexibility for scheduling. With that said, to provide a realistic

simulation of a bid day, the intent is not to wait until all teams have com-

pleted calling all subs in each of their categories. As long as all teams have

coverage in each trade, establish a final deadline to receive sealed bids and

do not delay the submission if the majority of teams are complete.

8. As a wrap-up, the lead mentor receives the bids, rips and reads, provid-

ing the results to the teams. Teams can be given the mentor’s key Scope

Sheets so that they can compare their own Scope Sheets. Teams can review

their results as well as the questions or responses they may or may not

have asked and thereby learn how all this affects their outcome.

These documents and the ones that follow are re-

quired for the Cost Estimating and Bid Simulation ex-

ercise and can be downloaded  from the 

ACEmentortoos.org website  

Cost Estimating and Bid Simulation Activity Agenda Responsibility Matrix



Scope Sheet for Students - Glass & Glazing

Scope Sheet for Students - Drywall

There are six Scope Sheets for different trades—glass and glazing, drywall, flooring, ceilings, 

painting and wall coverings, and electrical. Shown below and on the following two pages 

are the student Scope Sheets for these six trades. The mentor’s versions with answers are 

not displayed here. Both the student and mentor versions of the Scope Sheets can be 

downloaded  from ACEmentortools.org. 



Scope Sheet for Students - Flooring

Scope Sheet for Students - Ceilings



Scope Sheet for Students - Painting and Wall Coverings

Scope Sheet for Students - Electrical



Recap Sheet for Mentors

The Mentor’s Recap Sheet and Student Recap Sheet shown below are required 

for the Cost Estimating and Bid Simulation exercise and can be downloaded 

from the ACEmentortools.org website 

Recap Sheet for Students



Take-Off Drawing (1)

The Take-Off Drawings shown are required for the Cost Estimating and Bid Simulation exercise 

and can be downloaded from the ACEmentortools.org website. 



Take-Off Drawing (2)




